
Let's Talk

Rye bread said to figure in revolution
as well as needling of staff member

An article which attempted to provide a new
and unusual explanation for the causes of the
French Revolution, in the Washington Post,
caught my attention recently.

According to the article, it seems that a
University of Maryland' historian, who
specialized in the importance of fungi in history
(probably paid for by a government grant), said
in a recent interview, "I think I'm onto
something big. There are bizarre episodes in the
human past which we just can't explain any other
way except that large numbers of people were
eating infected rye bread."

Hmmmmmmm ...
Ergot, a parasitic fungus which attacks rye and

other grains, is poisonous to humans and
animals and can cause convulsions and, in some
cases, hallucinations.

An interesting theory about the French
Revolution, I must admit, but one which aroused
some serious skepticism among the peers of the
professor in question.

It might, however, provide my staff with an
excuse for the way they treated one of my top
aides, Dave Huber, earlier this week.

Dave turned 40 years of age on Tuesday, a
milestone for those of you who may not have
reached it yet, which for mysterious and
unexplained reasons, convinces the bearer of the
years (Dave, in this case), that his youth is

entirely spent, and senility is imminent.
Some of the wags around the Courthouse

might say that this accurately describes Dave, but
I, for one, disagree.

At any rate, as soon as the staff found out that

There, I said it?.

Misguided cameras should focus
widespread emotional issues

By JOHNNIE HOWELL

Columnist

Without question, television is the most
powerful medium for learning, molding public
opinion, andor propaganda, that this world has
ever known.

Modern-da- y politicians must "come across"
on TV or they are ruined. (Historians relate that
poor makeup and bad lighting combined to make
Richard Nixon's debate with John Kennedy a
defeat.) Masses can be manipulated and swayed
by what they see on TV.

Quite often they are misled by the misguided.
On Sunday, Dec. 26, 1982, Ed Bradley on "60

Minutes" did a segment featuring two couples
who had retarded and seriously handicapped
babies. One couple had decided to withhold
medical treatment, allowing their baby to die.
The other couple decided to do whatever
necessary to save their child's life, regardless of
cost.

The emotional, physical and spiritual
implications of such a birth to any couple is

incomprehensible to all except those who have
experienced it. For another human to sit in

judgment as to the final outcome of either
couple's decision is to place himself in the realm

of being divine.

It seemed that such was the case in this

instance as Bradley continually castigated the

one couple, questioning their motives for
wanting their child to be allowed to die. They
spoke of the "quality of life" to be expected for
the baby, telling of how the child having
esophageal blockage had gastric juices
flowing out through a hole in the chest and
crying continually as if in sevr-- e pain. They also

told of its being tied down for almost two years

and that this was "no way to live!"
The other couple in speaking of the

"quality of life" of their child felt that this

was "their blood" and that everything it learned

to do was a "plus," since it had started from
"zero." They, like the other couple, were

satisfied with the decision they had made and the
surgeries that were necessary and the expensive
medical procedures and the potential of a

lifetime of sorrow and continued concern.
As I watched the skillful Bradley question

these couples, 1 realized that "sanctity of life"
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Dave was a little sensitive about the approaching
date, they set about planning a memorable, if not
entirely unforgettable day for him.

First, Dave was picked up at home by a fellow
staff member, who was driving a hearse. They
followed a predetermined route to the office,
which was lined with signs proclaiming, "Happy
40th Birthday, Dave Huber."

When they arrived at the Courthouse, they
were met by another staff member equipped with
a wheelchair, who wheeled Dave into his office.

In his office, Dave found that his desk chair
had been exchanged for a casket, upon which
was this inscription: "There once was a
quadrigenarian named Dave, Who taught us not
to spend, but to save, So although it seems.queer,
We intend to bury him here, So we won't spend
one cent on his grave."

Large-typ- e copies of Reader's Digest, lunch
with senior citizens, and finally a staff party
rounded out the day.

I'll bet Dave won't soon forget this birthday.

Oh, by the way, I've ordered my entire staff to
lay off the rye bread for a while.

on
versus the "quality of life" is a weighty matter
which is easily decided by outsiders, but fraught
with consequences for those
involved.

Then I was struck by the fact that this
powerful medium, in this instance, was being
concentrated on matters of concern to relatively
few, whereas it is neglecting (by choice) our own
national suicide with bottles, pills and leaves,
suction tubes, salt solutions and curettes!

Admittedly, the death by neglect of "baby
Doe," which recently occurred in Indiana, is an
emotional and sensational news item, capable of
being parlayed into a special segment on "60
Minutes," such as we have seen.

However, what about the "quality of life" of
the millions of unborn who are brutally
murdered in their mother's womb; or the 25,000
who die annually in this country at the hand of a
drunk driver; or the thousands who must live the
life of a cripple because of these drunk drivers,
or the millions who must live with limited mental
capacity because of the use of drugs that slowly
destroy their brains?

This, I suggest, is where the powerful eye of
the camera should be aimed! The comparison of
the two couples was gripping, for their decisions
were monumental even though just six lives
were involved.

But we are being misled because misguided
program planners, editors and network
executives want it that way. Dramas of futile
battles against overwhelming odds help build
ratings, while the silent death of the unborn is of
less consequence.

An attack on a couple who decided to allow a
malformed and retarded child to die "tugs at the
heartstrings" of millions of viewers, whereas the
thousands who die on the highways and are
maimed by drunks are apparently of less
consequence.

God alone has the right to determine the guill
or innocence of these parents, for He
understands their true motivation. He also
understands the motives of a nation that refuses
to protect the lives of the unborn, or those who
drive on its highways at risk of being killed or
crippled by a drunk, and allows a sick judiciary
to remain in power, even though it releases
murderers, rapists and terrorists while punishing
the innocent by shackling the police.

There! I said it, and I'm glad!
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All Your Appliance Parts Needs.
Parts & Accessories for Refrigerators,

Freezers, Ranges, Washing Machines,
Dishwashers, etc.
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As Low
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Look to H & H Electrical Systems, Inc. for the lowest prices on the
very best satellite television systems available. Find out how 100 1
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Commonwealth Convention Center
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Check Our Complete Community
Beverly Mills is Florida planned retirement home town with over
3.000 quality built homes and 7.000 residents Here you can enioy a
low. country style cost ot living with low fuel and utility bills, no state
city income tax. low tood costs, plus all city amenities such as paved
roads, pure waler. modern sewage plant, medical center, shopping
center and much, much more

Check Our Great Location!
Its Florida's best on the desirable Gult Coast with aH the fresh air,
sunshine, trees, fishing, natural beauty and wonderland attractions
you want. 75 miles north of Tampa, among the gentle rolling hills of

Citrus County

SEE FOR YOURSCLF
Please don t contuse us with mobile home kvinf We offer quality- -

built homes at affordable prices with no monthly fees Plan to attend
and enjoy our slide presentation Come discover Beverly Hills.
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P.O. Box 1 or call e

Beverly Hills, Florida 32665


